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Abstract 
We give the complete solutions of the Brown-Peterson algebras of the classifying spaces BU 
and BO(n). 
0. Introduction 
Brown-Peterson theory is well established as a major tool in algebraic topology, in 
particular in stable homotopy theory (see for example [l, 3,7]). It also promises to be 
important in unstable homotopy theory, although the Brown-Peterson homology 
BP,(X) of a space or spectrum X has in practice proved hard to compute except for 
a small collection of cases. These include examples where the Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequence for BP,(X) collapses, artificially constructed examples designed to 
give prescribed values for the BP-homology, and such examples as the classifying 
spaces of the elementary p-groups (see [2]). 
In this paper we will add, to the list of spaces whose BP-homology is known, the 
classifying space of the infinite orthogonal group BO, and so as a consequence the 
spaces BO(n) (these are actually stable retracts of BO by [S]); our approach uses 
the Adams spectral sequence based on ordinary homology with mod2 coefficients. 
The BP-cohomology of BO(n) has been computed by Wilson [13], and he also 
described the generators of BP,BO(n): BP,BO(n) is generated by the images of 
BP*( x ” RY) + BP*BO(n) 
and 
BP*BO(n - 2) 63 BP*B0(2) + BP*BO(n), 
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where it is enough to use the 4k-dimensional torsion-free generators of BP,BO(2). This 
also suggests that a nice description of BP,BO(n) should emerge. So here we will 
completely describe BP,BO(n) by using BP,BO. 
Wilson proved that the Adams spectral sequence collapses at &-term. This leaves 
the group extension problem in the Adams spectral sequence. Nevertheless, in our 
work we first prove that the Adams spectral sequence for BP,BO collapses, and to 
solve this group extension problem, we strongly depend on the ring structure of 
BP,BO and the natural map BP,RP” + BP,BO, where the map RP* N BO(1) -+ BO 
classifies the canonical ine bundle viewed as a virtual Hopf bundle of degree 0. Then 
we compare the Adams spectral sequence of BP,BO(n) with the Adams spectral 
sequence for BP,BO. 
Since it is well known that iff,(BO, Z/p) = 0, where p is an odd prime, %*BP = 0 
for the odd-primary Brown-Peterson spectrum. 
1. Statement of results 
Throughout the paper, homology H,(X) will always mean with Z/2 coefficients 
unless otherwise indicated. Also for any homology theory h,( ), we will denote by 
&.( ) the reduced homology. Finally BP is the 2-primary Brown-Peterson spectrum. 
The basic references for Brown-Peterson homology are [7, 121. We recall what we 
need. The coefficient ring is 
BP* z Zc2)[V1, Vz V,y ... 13 1 Vi1 = 2(2’ - 1). 
BP*CP” z BP*[[X]], where X E BP’CP”, 
is the first Conner-Floyd Chern class. The induced map, P*, from the fibration, 
defines 2*(X) = [2](X) G C,?oaiXi+ ‘, ai E BPzi, and2 = 2. 
The reduced Brown-Peterson homology of RP”, BP,RP”, is generated by 
z, E %2m_1RPw, m > 0, 
subject to the relations 
m-1 
1 UiZ,-i = 0. 
i=O 
This is proven using the Gysin sequence, which happens to be short exact here: 
O+ BP2,+2CPw-BP2,(CP’$‘)~BP,,+,RP” -+O. 
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The map t, has a realization as a stable transfer, 
t:CCPy + RP=‘. 
BP,CP” is a free BP,-module on the generators fii dual to Xi (i 2 0); t.+&,_ 1) = z,. 
We still use Fiji and z, as the images under the maps f, : BP,CP’O -+ BP,BO and 
g* : BP,RP” + BP,BO, respectively, where f: CP” + BO and g : RP” + BO are the 
virtual Hopf bundles of degree 0, respectively. 
We now state the main results of this paper. 
Theorem A. Let BO be the classifying space of the infinite orthogonal group. There is an 
isomorphism of BP,-algebras 
BP*BO g BP* [Bzi, z,I/J> 
where z. = 1, degz, = 2m - 1 for m 2 1, degflzi = 4i for i 2 1, and J is the ideal 
generated by 
m-l 
iFo a$,-i for m 2 1. 
Theorem B. Let BO(n) be the classifying space of the nth orthogonal group. Then under 
the natural map 
h : BO(n) + BO, 
BP,BO(n) is embedded in BP,BO. Moreover, as a BP,-module, BP,BO(n) is generated 
by the monomials 
so and z::z:zzi: ... z:~&,&~&~ .‘. pij, 
f or 
II iti+2iSi<n, 
i=l i=l 
l<i,<i,<i,< ... <i,, and l<j,<jz<j,< ... <j,, 
subject to the relations 
forC~=‘=,vi21,C:=,ti+2Cf=,si+C~=’=,UiIn,1Iil<i2<i3< *.* <ik,llj~ < 
j, <j, < .‘. <j,,and 1 <uI <uz<u3~ ... <u,. 
Remark C. The coaction of BP,BO over the Hopf algebroid (BP,BP, BP,) is deter- 
mined by Fiji and z, since BO + is a ring spectrum as a suspension spectrum. However, 
both generators pzi and z, come from BP,CPm and BP*RP*, respectively, so we do 
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know the coaction of BP,@0 over the Hopf algebroid (BP,BP, BP,). Hence, under the 
natural embedding 
h, : BP,BO(n) + BP,BO, 
the coaction of BP,BO(n) over (BP,BP, BP,) is determined. 
2. The Adams &-term for BP,BO 
Let A, be the mod2 dual Steenrod algebra, and let ti be the Milnor generator, 
deg<i = 2’ - 1. Then as an algebra A, = Z/2[( 1,52, t3, . . . 1, and the coproduct is 
determined by A(&) = C:=,<EIi 0 {i. Also recall the 2-primary Adams spectral 
sequence. Let H,(X) be the mod 2 homology of X. Let ZCzj be the integers localized at 
prime 2. The Adams spectral sequence 
E ;** z Ext:;*(Z/2, H,(X)) * rc*(X) 0 Z,z, 
can be used to compute BP,X = n*(BP A X). 
Let E = E(51,L,5~, . . . ) be the exterior algebra on the Milnor’s generators. By 
a well-known change-of-rings i omorphism [4] we can replace 
Extz;*(Z/2, H,(BP A X)) with Exti**(Z/2, H,(X)). 
So the Adams spectral sequence we use is 
Ext;** (Z/2, H,(X)) * BP,X. 
Recall that 1 <i 1 = 2’ - 1 and that 
Ext:**(Z/2,2/2) = Z/2[w,, w2, w3, . . . 1, 
where bideg(wi) = (l,l<il). We will denote this ring by R. 
Before stating the main result of this section, we recall the result of Switzer [lo] and 
prove an easy lemma. Recall that H,(BO) = Z/2 [b,, b2, b3, . . . 1, the generators bi 
come from the usual map RP” + BO. Then the coaction of H,(BO) over the mod2 
dual Steenrod algebra A, is 
d(bi) = C ((‘h-j @ bj, 
j=l 
where 5 = 1 + c1 + t2 + l3 + *e. . 
From now on, all the tensor products will be over Z/2, 
Lemma 2.1. With the notation as above, the comodule structure of H,(BO) over the 
exterior algebra E is 
d(bzi-1) = 1 @ bzi-1, i 2 1, 
d(bf)= l@bf, i2 1, 
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and 
Proof. The last two statements follow from the coaction of H,(BO) over the dual 
Steenrod algebra immediately. So it remains to prove 
d(b2i-r)= 1 @b,j-,* 
Since 
d(b2i-l)=lQbzi-l f C (5j)2i-l-jQbj, 
l<j<Zi-3 
j=odd 
we need only consider (t’)zi _ 1 _ j @I bj for a fixed j. But j is odd and 2i 
hence the only possible terms contained in (<j),i- 1 -j 0 bj are 
1 - j is even, 
wherenisevenand1<iI<i2<i3< ... < i,. However, j!/(j - n)! is even since j is 
odd and II is even, thus d(bzi_ 1) = 1 @ bzi_1. 0 
Theorem 2.2. In the Adams spectral sequence for BP,BO, 
Ef** g R Q 2/2[aii, ati_ II/J, 
where .i is the ideal generated by 
P2m = c wk @‘2,,-2”+lr 
2<2k<Zm 
&i and Uzi_ 1 are represented by bfi and b2i- 1 in the cobar complex, respectively. 
Our computation of this Ext group is modelled upon Ravenel’s work on 
BP Q2S2”+ ‘[8]. The strategy is to filter the cobar complex and compute the desired 
Ext* group using the associated spectral sequence. 
Let C be the cobar complex, that is, C” = @“I? 0 H,(BO), where E is the argumen- 
tation ideal of the exterior algebra E, and @“i? is then n-fold tensor product of 
E(n 2 0). 
Let 
D = Z/2[bl,b3,b5, . ..] 
be the subalgebra of H,(BO). 
Now define a decreasing multiplicative filtration {F’} on C. We do this by setting 
F’C = 0 and F’C” = @“E@ D 
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and by defining the filtration degree of each bzi(i 2 1) to be - 1. Then by using 
Lemma 2.1, one can easily check the following: 
(1) d(FPC”) G F- c p ‘+ ‘, d is the differential in C, and 
(2) F-PC” @ F-qCm + F-p-qCn’m, C” @ C” + C”+“’ is the external cup product. 
So we have a spectral sequence of algebras 
E7P.4 = H-P+4(F-PC/F-P+lC) j H-P+4(C). 
Since in the above filtration we filter away the coaction of E, so 
E;P.* = F-PC*/F-P+ ‘C*, 
that is 
ET** = R @ H,(BO). 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 now follows from the next result. 
Theorem 2.3. The filtration spectral sequence collapses from E2 and 
ET** g R @ Z/2[b;i, bzi- II/J, 
where the ideal J is generated by 
Pznl = c w,cOb2,,-2k+1. 
2~2~<2nl 
Lemma2.4. Leti? = R@D@Z/2[b&b&b& . . . ] which is a subalgebra of R 0 H, (BO). 
Let 
P 2m = c w,c 0 b2,,-2k+l. 
252k<2m 
andfor s 2 2, let .icS_ 1j be the ideal of I? generated by p2,,,, 1 I m 5 s - 1. Then pzcs+,, 
is not a zero divisor in R/J,,- 1j for t 2 0 and ji2(s+tj is not in JtS- 1j for t 2 0, that is, if 
lP2cs+rj is in J(S-lj, PER, then lE.ic,_ljfor t 20. 
Proof. We will prove that if 1P2cs+t, is in ~~s_lJ, 1 E i?, then 1 E JcS_l) for t 2 0 
inductively on s. 
When s = 2, we need to prove that if lp 2m = lIp2, 1, El E R, m 2 2, then 1 is divisible 
by p2 in l?. Since Pzrn is a prime in I? for m 2 2, and p2 is not divisible by p2,,, for m 2 2, 
so 1 is divisible by p2. 
Assume that the lemma holds for 2,3,4, . . . ,s. Then we need to prove that the 
lemma is true for s + 1. By inductive hypothesis, we have the short exact sequence 
where the first map is multiplication by pzs and the second map is the projection map. 
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Let l,i,T~ I? and I = r+ r so lp2cs+tj = ~~z~s+t~  &Tzcs+,) for t 2 1. Furthermore, we -- 
assume lpz(s+r) = 0 in J?/j8, &s+t) = 0 in I?/Js, r,2Cs+t) = 0 in R/JC,_l,, but -- 
TPtCs+t) # 0 in R/J,,- 1). 
-- 
Then by inductive hypothesis, since &&+ 1) = 0 in R/Jc _ 1j for 
t 2 1, so TE Jts_ 1). Moreover, since @2(s+l) = 
-- 
0 in R/.is and r&+ 1) # 0 in R/J,,_ 1j, so 
from the above short exact sequence, &Cs+rI = El& in @.i(,_ 1J for some l1 E I?. -- -- 
However, PzCs + t) and pzs are primes in R/J,,_ 1j, and &Cs+r) # pzs in R/J,,_ 1j. Thus I -- 
is divisible by pzs in R/J,,_ 1), that is, TE J,. So 1 = f+ rwhich is in .is. This completes 
the proof. q 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let 
P,, = R@DQZ/2[b:‘,b:,b& 1.. ] 
and 
P,,,= RQDQZ/2[bz,b4,bs, . . . b b2 b2 9 2m7 2m+2> 2m+4, .” I> 
m 2 I, which are subcomplexes of the El-term and there are short exact sequences 
O~p,+p,.,+p,.,Ip,+O, 
where P ,,,+ 1/P,,, is the quotient complex. We will prove by induction on m that 
H,(Pm)=RQ3DDZ/2[b:,b:,b& . ..I&.. 
This statement is true for m = 0 so we can start the induction. The short exact 
sequence above induces a long exact sequence. 
where the boundary homomorphism is induced by the exact sequence 
0 + F-P+lC*IF- P+2(74 _,F-PC*fF-P+2C* _,F-PC*/F-P+1C* _,O, 
hence by Lemma 2.1,8 is multiplication by P2Cm+ 1). Then by Lemma 2.4,8 is injective 
hence 
H*(Pm) -H*(Pnt+,) 
is surjective. This completes the inductive step, hence in the filtration spectral se- 
quence 
E,*** g R @ Z/2[biiy bzi- II/J, 
where j is the ideal generated by 
P2m = c wtOb2,-2k+1. 
2~2’(_cZnl 
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To finish the proof, it remains to prove that the filtration spectral sequence 
collapses from Ez-term. Since the filtration spectral sequence converges to the El-term 
of the Adams spectral sequence for BP,BO and by Lemma 2.1 we do know that 
tl:i, azi_ 1 are in the Adams Ez-term which are detected by bii, bzi- 1 in the filtration 
spectral sequence E,-term, respectively, that is, bzi and bzi_ 1 are permanent cycles in 
the filtration spectral sequence which is a spectral sequence of algebras, the filtration 
spectral sequence collapses from the Ez-term. This completes the proof. Cl 
3. The group extension problem in the Adams spectral sequence for BP,BO 
The purpose of this section is to solve the group extension problem in the Adams 
spectral sequence for BP,BO. Simultaneously we will prove our Theorem A. 
The difficulty in Wilson’s work for BP,BO(n) is to solve the group extension 
problem in the Adams spectral sequence. This is also the difficulty for Ravenel’s work 
on BP SZ2S2”+‘. * However, to solve the group extension problem in the Adams 
spectral sequence for BP,BO, we depend on the generating complex RP” and the ring 
structure of BP,BO. 
We start by proving several emmas. 
Lemma 3.1. In the Adams spectral sequencefor BP*RP*, the E2-term Ef** is a module 
over R generated by l,a1,a3,a5, . . . , and the generators tli subject to the relations 
P2m = 1 wk @ a2m-2k+1y 
2~2k~Zrn 
azi_ 1 are represented by bzi- 1 in the cobar complex. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and a direct computation in the cobar complex, this lemma 
follows immediately. 0 
By using the Gysin exact sequence, one knows that the stable transfer 
t:CCP,” -+ RP” 
which is used to produce the generators z,(m 2 1) in BP,RP” induces an injection on 
mod2 homology, that is, in 
t* : H2i(CPm) + H2i+ 1 (RP”), 
t, sends the only element in H2i(CPm) to the only element in Hzi+ ,(RP”) for i 2 0. So 
each z,(m 2 1) in BP,RPm has the nontrivial mod 2 Hurewicz image. In other words 
z, is detected by the zero line in the Adams spectral sequence for BP*RPm. However 
in each odd degree on the zero line of the Adams spectral sequence for BP*RPm, there 
is only one element azi_ 1. Thus z, is detected by a2,,_ 1 in the Adams spectral 
sequence for BP,RP”. 
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Lemma 3.2. The Adams spectral sequence for BP,RP” collapses from E2 on. The 
Em-term has the same description as in Lemma 3.1. Moreover, in BP,RP” one has 
m-l 
& aiz,_i = pzm_ 1 + higher filtration, 
where p2,,_ 1 is the representing homotopy class for p2,,,, 
Proof. Since z, is detected by g2,,,_ 1 from above and BP A RPY is a module spectrum 
over BP, the Adams spectral sequence for BP,RP” collapses. To prove the last 
statement, since in CyfO1 aiz,_i there is no aiz,_i detected by the zero line in the 
Adams spectral sequence and aoz, = 22, which is detected by the first line in the 
Adams spectral sequence, Cy:ol aiz,_ i is in the Adams first filtration F’, and under the 
projection map 
$:F’ -+F’fF2 g Ek*, 
one has 
*(~~~Wtt-i)=Pl~. 
Hence 
m-l 
iTo aiz,-i = p2,,,_ l + higher filtration. Cl 
Lemma 3.3. The Adams spectral sequencefor BP,BO collapsesfrom Er**, and Em-term 
has the same description as in Theorem 2.2, that is, 
Ez* g R @ Z/2[U:i, azi_ II/J, 
where R, .i, CIzi- 1, and azi are the same as in Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. From the maps RP” + BO and CP” + BO which are the canonical maps, one 
can easily see azi-i and C(ii are permanent cycles in the Adams spectral sequence 
which are detected by Zi and Bzi, respectively. Then combining the algebraic structure 
in the Adams spectral sequence for BP,BO, this lemma follows immediately. q 
In order to solve the group extension problem in the Adams spectral sequence for 
BP,BO, we still need some purely algebraic lemmas. 
Let L be a commutative ring with unit, and M, N be any L-modules. Suppose M, N 
have decreasing filtrations respectively, that is, 
M=M”~M’~M2~ a.. and N=N”?N’=,N23 . . . . 
Write E’(M) for the associated graded module @zr M'/M'+ ‘. 
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Lemma 3.4. Assume only that nioo_, M’ = 0. Then if 4 : M + N is a Jiltered homomor- 
phism with E’(4) injective, 4 is injective. 
Proof. If X is an element in M and X # 0, then X is in M” - M”+ ’ for some n. If 
4(x) = 0, then since 
M”/M”+’ *NW/N”+ 1 
is injective by assumption and 4.(X) = 0, X would be an element in M”+t, a contra- 
diction. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose (i) L is a local ring with maximal ideal I, (ii) N is a Jinitely 
generated L-module, and (iii) Nk E IN for some k. Then if 4: M + N is a filtered 
homomorphism with E’(4) surjective, I$ is surjective. 
Proof. Consider 
onto onto 
i 
M/M’ i N/Nk ’ 
4 
-N/IN, 
by (iii), the map 6 exists and by the Five Lemma and induction on k, 6 is surjective. So 
the composite map 
MLN+N/IN 
is surjective. Hence 4 is surjective by Nakayama’s lemma. •i 
Corollary 3.6. Suppose that M, N are finitely generated Ztz,-modules with decreasing 
filtrations, respectively. Suppose that n,p”_, M’ = 0 and that Nk E 2N for some k. Then 
a jiltered homomorphism q5 : M -+ N is an isomorphism if E’(d) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since Zt2) (integers localized at prime 2) is a local ring with maximal ideal 
generated by 2, this corollary follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. 0 
Now we are in the position to solve the group extension problem in the Adams 
spectral sequence for BP,BO. 
Proof of Theorem A. Under the natural maps g : RP” + BO and f: CP” + BO which 
are the canonical maps, we still use z, and Bzi as the images in BP,BO which are 
detected by Q,,_ 1 and a$i, respectively. In particular, in BP,RP” 
m-1 
iTo aiz,_ i = pzm _ 1 + higher filtration 
by Lemma 3.2, and so the same formula holds in BP,BO. 
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Construct a BP,-algebra homomorphism: 
by that 9(B2i) = 82i, d~bd = z,, and extend as a BP,-algebra homomorphism. Since 
J is the ideal generated by I&’ aiZ,-i, 4(J) = 0 in BP,BO. Hence the homomor- 
phism is well-defined. In order to use Corollary 3.6, we need to define a decreasing 
multiplicative filtration on 
Define a filtration for which (1) Bzi, and z, are in the zero filtration and that (2) Vi 
(i 2 1) which are in BP,, BP, = Zc2)[V1, V,, . ..I. are in the first filtration. Hence this 
filtration is Hausdorff, that is, ng,,F’ = 0. Then by Lemma 3.3 and the above, it is 
easy to see 4 is a filtered homomorphism, and E’(4) is an isomorphism. 
Furthermore, H,(BO, Z) is of finite type over Z, so by the Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequence, BP, BO is of finite type over Ztz). Also in the Adams spectral sequence 
for BP,BO, one has FkBP,BO c 2BP,BO for some k. Finally combining Lemmas 3.3 
and 3.6, 4 is an isomorphism. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
4. BP,BO(n) 
In this final section, we will apply our results on BP,BO to compute BP,BO(n). So 
to compute BP,BO(n) is actually an application of BP,BO. 
Ron Ming was the first one to compute BP,BO(n) [4] by using the mod2 
cohomology of BO(n) in the Adams spectral sequence. This motivated Wilson’s work 
on BP*(BO(n)) and Wilson also described the generators of BP,BO(n) as a BP,- 
module. The question here is what are the relations among the generators. 
Some time later Mitchell and Priddy proved that BO(n) is a stable retract of BO[6]. 
This implies that BP,BO(n) is embedded in BP,BO. This nice splitting strongly 
suggests that BP,BO(n) should be computable by using BP,BO. So our work here is 
only to describe the relations among the generators of BP,BO(n). 
Proposition 4.1. In the Adams spectral sequence for BP,BO(n), the Ef,* is a module 
over R generated by the monomials 
~~=,ti+2C:,,siIn, l<i,<i,<i,< +.. <ik, and l<j,<j,<j,< ... <jl, 
subject to the relations 
Q::.,_1Q::.,_l~::.~-1 “. -u, -u2 -03 u%-1P2u~P2u2P2u~ ..' P(;p.,(a:jl)s'(~~j2)s2(c1:j3)s3 "' (E$j,)s', 
fir If= 1 Vi 2 1, IF= 1 ti + 2Cf= ,Si+C~=‘=,ViIn,lIi,<i,<i,< ... <ik,11j,<j2 
<j, < ... < j,, and 1 I u1 < u2 < u3 < .** < up, where R, azi_ 1, a2ir and p2,,, are the 
same as in Theorem 2.2. 
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Furthermore, under the natural map h : BO(n) + BO, the homomorphism induced 
by the Adams spectral sequences 
h, : j@* -+ E$* 
is injective. Hence by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, the Adams spectral sequence for BP,BO(n) 
collapses and h, : BP,BO(n) + BP,BO is injective. 
Remark 4.2. Wilson used Ravenel’s trick to deduce the collapse of the Adams spectral 
sequence for BP,BO(n). Here we rely on the collapse of the Adams spectral sequence 
for BP,BO. Also without knowing the Mitchell-Priddy splitting, we still know 
h, : BP,BO(n) + BP,BO is injective. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. We need only to prove that h : BO(n) + BO induces the map 
h, : ,@* + E;** 
in the natural way, that is, ET,* IS as the description above and it is injective. However, 
this follows from Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.2, and the description of 
h, : H,Wk4) -+ H,(W, 
where H,(BO(n)) is generated by the monomials b*,‘bybj’ ... br with at most n fac- 
tors. 0 
Proof of Theorem B. As a BP,-module, we will prove that BP,BO(n) is generated by 
the following generators: 
For C:=,ti+2~1=,siIn, 1<il<i2<i3< ..* <i,, and l<j,<j,<j, 
< ... <j,, let 
Y =(;;.pw)x(f;Rpw)x . . . x(:,,->x(t;,p_) 
x(;;cpw)x . . . x(Y;,,_) 
and let the map g: Y + BO(n) classify 
LxLxLx .--XL x MxMxMx---xM 
v z:1:’ 
where L and M are the canonical virtual Hopf bundles, respectively. Then we still use 
$; af; $ . . . z~~pS21jjlpS22jj2pS~j~ "' l%jl 
as the image under g* : BP, Y + BP,BO(n) which is detected by 
clf21il _ 1 CrFi, - 1 CC?i, _ 1 . ’ ’ Cr~i,_ ~(Gl~jl)sL(cI~j,)sz(~~j3~ “* (Ctsj,)s’ 
in the Adams spectral sequence for BP,BO(n). 
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Finally construct a BP,-module homomorphism: 
4 : T/Z + BP,BO(n), 
where T is the BP,-module generated by 
z:9r;;z:: . . . zi~B?jtp"z:Bj3 "' Ej, 
as above and Z is the submodule generated by the relations as in the theorem. Then 
C$ is well-defined since 
h, : BP,BO(n) + BP,BO 
is injective by Proposition 4.1. 
Then the analogous argument as in the proof of Theorem A can be applied to prove 
4 is an isomorphism. This completes the proof. 0 
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